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Abstract. Variable structure controllers for systems with
nonlinearities can be designed in conjunction with ro-
bust observers to obtain regulation. The robust ob-
server (of the Doyle Stein class) is designed on the ba-
sis of the nominal plant dynamics (assumed linear and
minimum phase), and the estimated state is used in the
variable structure controller. It is shown that the closed
lMop system is globally asymptoticvally stable and the
desired regulation is obtained provided the nonlinear
1erturbation is expressed by an operator with bounded
L2 and Lo: norms. Applications to the control of un-
derwater vehicles in diving maneuvers show the effec-
tiveness of the technique.
l.Introduction. Variable Structure control (also called
Sliding Modes control) is a well known technique to
design regulators for nonlinear time varying uncertain
systems. It has been introduced early in the literature
(known as bang bang control ) and has been refined
throughout the years to more sofisticated forms [1] [2].
Main feature is the fact that this design is based on
a nominal model and it can account for uncertainties
in the dynamic equations of the plant. Applications to
the control of robotic manipulators [3] and underwater
vehicles in rapid maneuvers [4] [5] show both the effec-
tiveness and simplicity of this method in a real world
environment.
Various combinations of the VS approach with adap-
tive control techniques have also appeared in the litter-
ature [6] [7].
A part from a few exceptions most of the approaches
rely on the assumption that the ful state is available for
measurements. A different approach is taken by Bar-
tolini et al [8] based on the state equivalence principle
tusing an observer.
In this research the problem of designing a VS con-
troller based on input output measurements of the plant
is addressed. In particular it is shown that, when the
nomiinal linear model of the plant is minimum phase, a
VS controller in conjunction with a robust observer can
1e used to drive the state to zero.
The concept of robust observer introduced in [91 is
crucial for this approach. After the problem formulation
in section 2, results regarding this class of observers are
shown in section 3, and the overall control structure is
presented in section 4.
Notation.
1. Let f =[f, f2.. f,TE C be avectorwithcom-
plex elements. Then If = (f'f)4 denotes the eu-
cledian norm, with (.)' denoting the complex con-
jugate, transpose operation;
2. Let f(t): RF -- C" be a vector signal defined for
positive time. Then
1IN4112= ( f(r)l2ddr t
is the L2 norm of f in the interval [0, t]. Also we
say that f E L2 iff 11f.112 < 0
3. Let f(t): 114 -. R" be a vector signal. Then for
all t > 0 we denote
liftil = Sup{O<r<t}lf(r)l
the Lo) norm in the interval [0,t]. We say that
f E Loo iff lfcllo < oA
2. Problem Formulation.
Consider a nonlinear system described by the state
space equations
i= Ax+b(u+f)
l = cTx (2.1)
with (A, cT) an observable and (A, b) a controllable pair.
We assume that the matrices A, b,cT defining the linear
nominal system are known and the possibly nonlinear
perturbation f is bounded in its eucledian norm by a
known function Ft(u, y) as
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If(t)l < Ft(u,y) _.2)
Also we assume to have access to the input and output
sigials (U and y) ondy. The problem we addreas is the
design of a regulator so that x(t) -O 0 for any initial
conditions.
Although the problem is formulated specifically for
the case when the nonlinear perturbations f are additive
to the input signal, the more general case can be treated
in a very similar fashion.
In the case when the state is fully accessible, it has
been shown in [4] that an input signal of the form
u(t) = _TX(t) - (STb)- ljslFt(u, y)sign(sTx(t)) (2.3)
where sT is a left eigenvalue of A -UCT corresponding
to a real, stable eigenvalue -L,o E R
ST(A -bt) =-_AsT
is such that
lim x(t) = 0
for any initial conditions z(O).
3. Dynamic Feedback with Observer.
When the state is not accessible we have to recon-
struct it with an observer designed on the basis of the
nominal dynamics (A, b, cT) of the plant (2.1)
x = Ai + bu + k(y - ci) (3.1)
with i the estimate of the state x, and the gain vector
k such that the matrix A - kcT has stable eigenvalues.
We can use the estimated state as part of a (non-
minimal) model of the system itself. If we define the
state error 4(t) = x(t) - (t) we can write the error
equation as
i = Ali+bf-kg (3.2)
with y(t) = y(t) - cTI(t) = cTi(t), and from (2.1),(3.1), (3.2) the dynamics of the plant can be written in






Since the dynamics (A - kcT,b) of the observer are
known and a bound Ft on the nonlinearity is also known,
we can say that the nonlinear perturbation I in (3.3) is
bounded by a kIown Ft(u, y) as
Ft(u,y) > if(t)l (3.4)
with the bound P depending on the observer gain. When
the observed state is used, we consider the input signal
it as
u(t)- eT&(t)- (Tb)- I IS ItA(U, y)Sign(ST$(t)) (3.5)
similar to (2.3) with F and i replacing F and x re-
spectively. In what follows we want to determine condi-
tions on the observer dynamics and the perturbation f
such that the closed loop system (equations (2.1), (3.1),
(3.5)) is esponentiatly stable.




2 = i + i
(3.6)
with m(k) : R -* R', G(k) : Rn -* RB", H: Rn -. Rn
defined coherently with (3.3), (3.6).
Closed loop global stability conditions are given in
terms of the observer gain k, the size of the perturba-
tion f and the norms of these operators. In particular
consider the folowing class of observers:
Definition: let q E R be a positive parameter then define
O(q) the class of observers with gains kg such that
G(k,)b = b +el (q)
m(k,) = E2(q)
with
li 1lei(q)Jl = o
It is shown in [14] that the set O(q) is not empty, pro-
vided the linear system (A, b, c) is minimum phase. In
this case the set 0(q) contains the robust observer gains
[9] defined by
kg = P(q)CTR;l
with P(q) solution of the Algebraic Riccati Equation
(ARE)
AP(q) + P(q)AT + q2b5T - P(q)cTRBlcP(q) = 0
The main result of this report is that global sta-
bility of the closed loop system can be guaranteed pro-
vided a) the perturbation term f has finite Lo. and L2
norms, and b) the observer is of the class O(q) with q
large enough. This is stated in the
Main Result. Consider the variable structure control in-
put to the plant (2.1) with observer gains kq E 0(q)
x(t)-= At() + bu(t) + k(q)(y(t) -
u(t) = _ :T"(t) _ (STb)-1 IslFt(u y),i(gn(ST&(t))(3.7)
where s and e are such that
sT(A - btT) = ADST
with
-AO a negative, real eigenvalue of (A - 66T), and
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a) Ft(u,y) . jG(kq)bFt(uay)I;
b) IIFt(u,Y)112 aflIUts42 + C211Yt112, with 0 < a1 <
nbld 0 S &2 constants;
C) lIFt(u,y)lo . 3IUt o+a41IYtII7with < C3 <
lsbl and 0 . &4 constants;
Under these conditiow a value q* exists, dependent
on the constants ai, i = 1,2,3,4 above, such that the
closed loop system is exponentially stable and
lim x(t) = 0
for all initial conditions, provided q > q*.
We show this result by analyzing the behavior of ±
and i with the control input (3.7). In particular we can
see the following:
Lemma 3.1.
For the plant (2.1) with the control input u and
observer in O(q) the following holds:
a) I Ix t 12 < -Yi + y2 I el (q) 1 1 ft 1 12 with7i positive con-
stants independent of the parameter q;
b) 1IItII|loo . 73 + w4i|El(q)I |o|Ift with ,i positive
constants independent of the parameter q;
In fact if we call a(t) = sT(t) from (3.7), (3-3) we can
write
8(t) = Aoa(t)+|Sjif(u, y)sign(s (3.8)
with AO > 0 by assumption. This implies that
±2 (t) -Aa2(t)+[IsIFt(u,y)sign(sTx(t))+sTf(t)]o(t)2 dt (3.9)
With the control input u as in (3.5), and the fact that
sTb $ 0 since (A,b) is a controllable pair, it is easy to
see that
d r(t)2 < -2Aoa(t)2 (3.10)
and then a(t)2
-
a(0)2C25 which shows a E L2z In
order to show the result consider the case when the pair
(A,b) is in controllable canonical form ( the general case
can be shown using simple similarity transformations).
In this case we can write
Ku = 0 ]+T K f[ t)] [t )](3.11)
with -T= 1 sn.n-1,]. The entries si are the coeffi-
cients of a Hurwitz polynomial, since the left eigenvector
s is orthogonal to all the right eigenvectors [1, Ai,,A T
corresponding to all other eigenvalues Ai assumed to be
stable. This implies that the linear operator in (3.11)
is exponentially stable, and then for botlh L2 an-d LX
norms we can write
JI[as2, tnhvi.ny]ilo|I±O|011|a+ 2 |h[2 f..2f, -bff]lH(3.12)
where ft bj are the entries of the corresponding vectors.
The rightmost term in (3.12) comes from the fact that
b = [1,0,...,O]T since (A,b) is in controllable canonical
form. Now by the fact that
a(t) =sT(t)
by definition, we can write
X2 0 1 0 1 i
I [ ° ° J z
which combined with (3.12) and the property of the
observers in O(q) proves the lemma.
In order to show the stability of the closed loop
system, let us consider for the moment the case when
the nonlinearities f are bounded as
If(t)I . Ft(y) (3.13)
where F: (t, y) --+ R+ is a causal operator, known to
the designer, with bounded L2 and Loo norms
IIFt(y)11 5 allytl4 (3.14)
with a > 0 a constant, and 11.11 denoting both L2 and
LnMiiorms. For this case we can show the following:
Lemma 3.2
For all a E (0,oC) there exist a q9 such that the
minimum phase plant in (2.1) with observer in 0(q),
controller (3.7) and nonlinearity as in (3.13), (3.14) is
such that
lim x(t) = 0
provided q > q*.
Proof. In order to show this, from (3.13), (3.14) and
the definitions of the mappings m, G, H in (3.6) we can
write
llitil < Ilf-2(q)II Ilftil
liftil < ajlc(hi2tl + li1til)
liStl 71 + 72 El(q)1 Ilft
From these inequalities and the fact that
lin llei(q)ll=0, i=1,2
(3.15)
for any a > 0 we can determine a q,, such that x, x and
f are all in L2, L,, provided q > qo. Furthermore, the
fact that f, ±, i E La,, inplies that f, i x are uniformly
bounded, and therefore by (3.3) also x, i are uniformly
bounded. This is sufficient to say that
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lim x(t) = im N(t) = 01-.oo 1-+C
and therefore x(t) -* 0, which proves the lemma.
For the general case of f bounded as
If(t)l < Ft(u, y) (3.16)
with F: (t,u,y) -- R- and
IIFtl . a illUtll + Q211Yt11 (3.17)
with cal, a2 constants, and II.II denoting L and L,
norms, we can show the following
Theorern.fl
For all al E (0, &4j) and a2 E (0, oo) there exists
a q01102 such that the minimum phase plant in (2.1)
with observer in 0(q), controller (3.7) and nonlinearity
as in (3.16), (3.17) is such that
lim x(t) = 0
provided q > q,,,02.
Proof. The control input in (3.7) yields
Iu(t)I . tsTbl-IsIFut(u,y) . TsTblV- Is110GbFt(u, y)
and therefore
llutll < (1 - 1sTbV-' sl jjGqbhaj)1f'a2hhYtfj (3.18)
Since, for the observers O(q), G(kg)b = b+el (q) we can
see that for any a, E (0 44b) a q0, exists such that
a,1 .sTbL-' hsl hGqbjf < I for all q > qcl Therefore for
al q > qcI we obtain
hIFtll < a3IIYtIj
with a3 = (1 - IsTbl-llsI hIG(k9)bhal)Sla2, and the
result follows directly from the previous theorem, and
q > q03.
5. Apnlication Results
The control algorithm developped in the previous
sections has been applied to an underwater vehicle on
a diving maneuver. The dynamics of this class of ve-
hicles are highly nonlinear and an accurate computer
model of the Swimmng Delivery Vehicle (SDV) [12] has
been developped [13]. Parameter identification tech-
niques based on Recursive Least Squares and Instru-
mental Variable have been applied to the model in or-
der to obtain a linearized model around a given set of





can be estimated for a vehicle of 17 feet in length cruiv-
ing at 300 rpm, the state being given by pitch, pitch
rate and depth, while v is the vehicle speed. The depth
of the vehicle for an ordered change of depth from 100
to 120 feet is shown in figure 1, for different values of
the parameter q = 0,10,100.
Conclusions. A Variable Structure Controller for sys-
tems with nominal linear dynamics is presented. Main
feature is the fact that it is based on input output signals
only, and it preserves the robustness properties charac-
terizing this class of controllers. In particular it is shown
that global stability is preserved in the presence of sys-
tem uncertainties provided a robust observer is used.
This controller is particularly attractive for systems
which operate under diverse conditions, such as under-
water vehicles maneuvering at different speeds.
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Figure 1: step response of the vehicle for q=O,AO,100
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